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ABSTRACT

Within the last decade, a wealth of literature has appeared debating the merits, use, construction, and interpretation of criterion referenced tests. This is a bibliography of articles on a wide range of topics on criterion referenced testing subjects. Also included are articles on mastery and domain referenced testing. The articles cited were retrieved through searches of five data bases—ERIC, Psychological Abstracts, National Technical Information Service (NTIS), Exceptional Children, and Dissertation Abstracts. A subject index is included.

PREFACE

The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) is operated by the National Institute of Education, United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. ERIC is a national information system dedicated to the improvement of education through the announcement and dissemination of reports such as: conference proceedings, instructional programs, manuals, position papers, program descriptions, research and technical reports, literature reviews, journal articles, and other types of materials. ERIC assists school administrators, teachers, researchers, information specialists, professional organizations, students, and others by identifying and announcing information in two monthly abstract journals: Resources in Education (RIE) and Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE).

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Tests, Measurement, and Evaluation (ERIC/TM) — one of 16 Clearinghouses in the ERIC network — acquires and processes documents and journal articles related to testing, measurement, evaluation, and human learning and development. In addition to providing information for the two ERIC abstract journals, RIE and CIJE, the Clearinghouse prepares literature reviews, state-of-the-art papers, interpretive reports, and bibliographies on topics in its area of interest. This bibliography is but one of these reports.

ABOUT THE BIBLIOGRAPHY

For the past eight to ten years psychometricians, program evaluators, curriculum specialists, teachers, and parents have debated the merits of criterion referenced testing. Some advocates and critics have focused their attention on the psychometric properties of criterion referenced measures while others have been more concerned with the impact of criterion referencing on the student, the curriculum, and the philosophies behind norm referenced and competitive testing.

The citations in this bibliography were obtained in August 1975 by searching five data bases: ERIC (both RIE and CIJE), Psychological Abstracts, National Technical Information Service (NTIS), Exceptional Children, and Dissertation Abstracts.
RIE consists of resumes of educational related documents and indexes to these resumes. CIJE provides an index to the major educational periodical literature through detailed indexing of articles in approximately 700 education and education related journals is provided. ERIC began collecting information for RIE in 1966 and for CIJE in 1969. At the time of the search the data base contained all material announced in RIE and CIJE through July 1975.

Psychological Abstracts, with a data base covering the period 1967 to present, provides summaries of published documents such as technical reports, journals, and monographs in the various fields of psychology. NTIS, with a data base from 1964 to present, is the central source of reports on technology, science, business, and social science produced by hundreds of federal, state, and local government agencies. Exceptional Children, the official abstract journal of the Council for Exceptional Children, focuses on the educational problems of the gifted and the physically, mentally, and emotionally handicapped. This data base covers the period 1966 to present. Dissertation Abstracts International's data base from 1967 to the present, is a massive collection of doctoral dissertations, including a majority of those accepted in North America, plus a growing number of papers accepted at institutions abroad.

The terms used to retrieve the articles cited here were: criterion referenced tests and testing, mastery tests and testing, objective referenced tests and testing, and domain referenced tests and testing.

Citations in the bibliography are organized by: personal or corporate author, title, place of publication, publisher, date of publication, number of pages, and ERIC Document (ED) number. Entries are listed alphabetically by personal or corporate author and are numbered sequentially. Abstracts of articles may be found by referring to the corresponding ED and EJ numbers found in RIE and CIJE. Abstracts of other cited articles may be located by consulting the other three data bases and using the author's name as a point of entry.

Citations with an ED number are available from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS). A current order form is attached in the appendix. Availability of documents that do not have ED numbers is also given. Dissertations cited from Dissertation Abstracts International are available from:

University Microfilms
P. O. Box 1764
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106
Documents with an AD number are available from:

U. S. Department of Commerce
National Technical Information Service
Springfield, Virginia 22151

For current prices and ordering information, please refer to a recent issue of Dissertation Abstracts International or write to NTIS.

Although ERIC documents and journal articles have an average of 10 to 13 index terms, a maximum of five subject terms have been used in this index. Selection of terms was based on several criteria: index terms previously used for the document or journal article, translated into the ERIC language using the ERIC Thesaurus of Descriptors; the major points emphasized in the abstract, annotation, or original work; and, the key words found in the title of the document or journal article. Because we have been selective in choosing subject terms for each citation, users of this bibliography may wish to refer to the original citation in RIE and CIJE to identify the other subject terms used in indexing.
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